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Introduction

The objective of this project is to verify the performance of a NAND flash controller by designing the reusable test bench using Universal Verification Methodology (UVM). Verification is very important aspect as it avoids the cost of rework of chip which is already built. The verification environment will verify the performance of NAND flash controller by monitoring the throughput and latency for read and writes operation for different number of pages in the block[6]. The DUT transactions are monitored for specific performance parameters and checked against its actual expected values for needed performance and performance is evaluated. These features provide capability to build reusable verification environment which is very tightly coupled with the type of controller. Developed environment is made so generic that most of the NAND flash controller can be verified.

The NAND flash design used in this project can support the following operations or commands
• Reset
• Read ID
• Ease (per block basis)
• Program Page (copy content of data buffer into Flash memory)
• Read Page (content of a Flash page is copied into the data buffer)

Performance is monitored for above different cases in terms of throughput and latency i.e. number of cycles taken for completing the instruction in each scenario.

Methodology

Main task of UVM verification environment is to generate stimulus which are given to the DUT and monitor the response coming from the DUT. Design under test consist of two main parts: NAND flash controller and NAND flash memory and there is one bus master which is used to connect memory and controller and it is responsible for handling the different read, write, read ID transactions.[2]

UVM Environment:

Reusable verification environment is built using UVM. Results is monitored and recorded using performance monitor for each scenario of NAND flash controller[1]. Environment communicates to DUT through virtual interface. Driver class communicates send data to DUT by Pin wiggling and Function of monitor is to monitor these pin wiggles and observe the output coming from the DUT.

UVM environment is implemented using the components shown above in the figure. Once the base of verification environment is set and all the components are placed in proper hierarchy and well connected same environment can be used for different tests [3].

Methodology

The NAND flash design used in this project can support the following operations or commands
• Reset
• Read ID
• Ease (per block basis)
• Program Page (copy content of data buffer into Flash memory)
• Read Page (content of a Flash page is copied into the data buffer)

Reset: Reset command is used to reset all memory locations and start the transaction from known state[2].

Program Page: It happens at the page level. Programming is done sequentially in NAND controller. It writes randomly to some locations in the same page after writing page 2.

Page Read: Page read also happens at page level. Data can be read randomly from the same page after reading from it sequentially [2].

Verification environment sends randomized input data and Address for performing operations. Constraints are applied to address so it can not exceed limitations of memory and controller. Sequence class responsible for generating different test cases [5]. Here are different test cases implemented in the verification environment, to check the performance of NAND flash controller in each scenario.

Performance is monitored for above different cases in terms of throughput and latency i.e. number of cycles taken for completing the instruction in each scenario.

Results

To verify the performance of the NAND Flash controller, the verification environment is designed. Using the UVM methodology the verification environment is designed and various test cases are tested on the NAND flash controller. The performance of the controller is verified by counting the total number of cycles required by the controller for individual read, write operation and when burst was sent to the controller.

The below verification environment was implemented to verify the performance and below results were obtained

Summary

Various test cases are generated to verify the performance of the NAND Flash controller according to the datasheet specifications. The timing parameter specified for all the operations have been successfully met by the UVM verification environment designed. The verification environment designed is reusable and any NAND Flash controller’s performance can be verified using this environment. Since various tests cases can be designed and can be tested on the controller which signifies that the verification environment created is reusable.
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